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Abstract
Our primary research goal is the development of theories and technol
ogy to facilitate the design implementation and management of complex
systems Complex systems in this context are any systems which exhibit
interesting behavior including but not limited to nondeterminism col
lective or emergent behavior and adaptability
We can claim to understand a system only when we can describe how
it works eg provide a specication	 such that if it is a constructive
system another can build it This notion is our constructive peer of
the traditional scientic method
 repeatability of results is equivalent to
repeatability of construction
Abstraction is recognized as a key to understanding complex systems
While increasing our abstraction level results in a more complete meta
model ie we can talk about more systems because we can talk about
more complex systems	 it also means a more complex metamodel
On the other hand we dont want to create theories and systems that
only an expert can use We need abstractions that are useful compre
hensible and manipulable by humans modelers simulators designers
developers tool builders etc	 and systems
In our experience the highestlevel abstractions in use today eg
classes objects types subjects	 can not model the systems we are inter
ested in exploring A higherlevel abstraction missing
 an ubertype of
sorts  a syntactic and semantic bridge between types
We call this new abstraction a kind This paper will briey describe
kinds and provide several examples of their use
 
  Introduction
The design implementation and management of complex systems is not a new
problem Systems that exhibit the interesting behaviors mentioned previously
have been in use for decades Examples include everything from mainframe
based enterprise information systems to todays World Wide Web
The tools of the trade There are many existing tools theoretical and prac
tical that are used to understand complex systems Theories come in many
forms ranging from simple type theory to the extremely complex and some
would argue unapproachable object  and category	
 theories
Practical tools all of which are direct or indirect reications of theoretical
work are either concrete programmatic or conceptual Examples include
Programming specication logic and modeling languages Examples
include Java VDM HOL	 and UML  respectively
The tools that support the use and manipulation of these languages
Eg Various IDEs like JDE		 specication checkers like IFAD the
orem provers and proof assistants like Isabelle	 and modeling tools like
TogetherJ	 and
Conceptual advances in systems architecture and models Eg metaob
ject protocols knowledge representation   patterns  compo
sitional architectures agent technology and specication and proof
models like UNITY

Our conceptual models languages and tools continue to evolve becoming
more complete and capable everyday Conversely from my own personal expe
rience I postulate that the complexity of the systems that we are attempting
to build and use is far outpacing that which we can understand
There is no magic bullet I agree with Brooks
 and Cox  there is
no magic bullet that will make all of this complexity vanish Extra layers of
abstraction models or systems APIs can help us tackle more complex prob
lems but usually at a loss of exibility we can only consider specic problems
and completeness the tradeo of doing more in one domain means we can do
less in another
Our perspective on the problem is dierent Someone has to do the the hard
work Building complex systems even in a compositional manner still involves
understanding complicated components and relationships Aggregations espe
cially ones that exhibit interesting properties are often orders of magnitude
more complex than their constituent parts Thus no matter what new model
language or abstraction comes into vogue someone still has to do the hard
work

Speculation on the state of the art So the question arises Why are our
systems complexity outpacing our capability We speculate that the answer
has three facets none of which are technological 
  Isolation Even in this networked and evershrinking world we are rela
tively speaking islands of thought in a sea of noise Knowledge is trans
mitted sporadically in severely limited forms books papers products
presentations and hoarded avariciously How can knowledge and its as
sociated physical and conceptual constructs be shared more eciently
  Trust New constructs eg components frameworks techniques mod
els are rarely reused because they are often insuciently trusted by the
consumer Of immediate import how is a new construct guaranteed to
work in the rst place The only technologies that seem to be adopted
and widely used are either those that are adopted by community choice
ie ISO or IEEE standards or lack thereof ie Microsoft de facto stan
dards How can we guarantee that a new construct or model works as
advertised
  Economic Finally rapidly becoming the most critical factor today with
the widespread adoption of objectoriented languages and architectures
based upon compositional principles is the following conundrum How
can those who do the hard work reap rewards for their labor
 
A new theoretic conceptual and practical tool the kind Because this
author is fundamentally one half an engineer and one half a theoretician in
thinking about this problem I have come to the conclusion that a new conceptual
artifact with complementary practical tools with a rm theoretical grounding
is necessary to help solve these problems My rst published thoughts on the
matter can be found in my second MS thesis	 as well as in a recent paper
The further reication and renement of these ideas resulted in a new conceptual
construct that I call a kind
Why introduce kind now Before going into details about what a kind is
and how it can be used we should consider the more relevant question Why
canshould a new conceptual construct such as the kind be introduced now
In short the answer is one of multidomain critical state I believe that
we are nearing a critical point in the evolution of our systems what we can
and cannot accomplish connectivity information representation sharing and
collaboration and collective mindset commonplace virtual enterprises code
distribution and coopetition Therefore what previously might have been an
unrealistic architecture and model for solving problems that didnt yet exist
now becomes an obvious and necessary additional to our set of tools
 
The most passionate early advocate of this problem is Cox though we would argue
that alternative thinkers like Stallman also t into the picture
	
Three PostulatesAxioms Before discussing kind we will present three
postulates on the road to kind These three statements can be viewed as the
conceptual axioms of kind and will provide a proper frame of reference for the
reader
 Modeling Entities Data and Meta
This section will briey present the three conceptual axioms of kind They can
be summarized perhaps obliquely as follows
Axiom  Relationships are entities There is no distinction between a thing
and how things relate to one another
Axiom 	 The only distinction between behavior and data is a frame of refer
ence Behavior must be encoded to be understood manipulated or executed
Axiom 
 Conceptual metalevels exist independent of relations	 only ground
concepts are idempotent In other words state 
and thus behavior is potentially
applicable at arbitrary metalevels	 only the ground concepts the core constructs
of a given system have no meaning outside of their reective existence
Entities and Relationships
By axiom   systems are composed of two types of rstclass constructs entities
often represented in the form of classes objects data structures and the like
and their relationships Many existing conceptual models and systems view
these two constructs as distinct My claim is that they are not relationships
are a specialization of entities
Relationships come in several forms inheritance  connectors 	 and
aggregation being the most common All of these constructs can be described
and utilized as rstclass entities They can be formally modeled specialized
applied to other constructs and rened Individual relationships also have
relationships to each other thus they are a recursive structure
Thus relationships are simply a recursive specialization of ground entities
relationships are entities
Dimensionality of Modeling Data and Behavior
Axiom  says the following System views are composed of data and behavior
reied in the form of classes in objectoriented systems For years designers
took a behaviorallyoriented approach to system design in the form of procedu
ral decomposition Then largescale systems began to proliferate eg Ntier
mainframebased systems and a dataoriented evolution in perspective became
necessary because the application was the data Finally and most recently a
synthesis of the historical behavior and dataoriented viewpoints dominates the
market in the form of objectoriented systems

Now we have reached a critical juncture in the evolution of our complex
systems most clearly seen in the Web Behavior is encoded as data applets
Javascript etc and data is used to instantiate behavior at runtime active
server pages WebObjects etc The problem is that data and behavioral en
capsulation has been smashed to the wind There is little distinction anymore
between data and behavior but I argue that this is only true because we can no
longer dierentiate between the two
Unsurprising we consider data and behavior to be two facets of the same
construct But unlike most of todays systems we believe that the sovereignty of
base entities need be respected  encapsulation need be rigorously maintained
Likewise we collapse the dierentiated constructs of data and behavior that
which are descriptive nonoperational specication that which are executable
code and that which have both properties executable specication All are
simply aspects of ground eects the only distinction between behavior and data
is a frame of reference
Perspectives Ground and Meta
Axiom 	 tells us that every system has many abstraction levels The bottommost
level that which is usually the most simple concrete and applicable is called
level or the ground level Each application of abstraction has a frame of
reference That frame of reference potentially denes a new metalevel If a
frame of reference F depends upon constructs in levels i j and k then F s
metalevel is at least maxi j k  C where C   
Most systems have conceptually arbitrarily many metalevels in their ab
straction lattice Todays systems lattice depth is usually limited to a level
or level metalevel This limitation exists primarily because of lack of concep
tualization representation and manipulation capabilities in todays languages
and tools Fixed frames of reference are provided by conceptual models and
languages because the complexity of representational abstractions grows very
quickly Examples of such systems include metaobject protocols and meta
aware modeling languagessystems like UML Catalysis  and OOCL
These nite frame of reference boundaries are articial constructs Concep
tual metalevels exist independent of relations	 only ground concepts are idem
potent Meaning we should be able to dene as many conceptual levels as
necessary to completely and accurately describe a concept or relation In other
words the k in a levelk metalevel should be independent of the complexity of
the levels concepts
Absolute and Relativistic Ground
We postulate that some ground concepts are axiomatic and independent of
any context Standard examples include the integers the notion of a set etc
All other ground concepts are context sensitive given a particular frame of
reference all concepts that are not dened in terms of other concepts are ground

concepts but only for that frame of reference We are investigating this notion
further
Collapsing the Models
As one can see the three axioms of kind are all about collapsing models We
are simplifying base constructions and concepts so that the resulting model will
not be overburdened with core concepts and articial structure
Now before briey discussing kind we will look at the current state of the
art with respect to abstraction especially with regards to the term meta
 Metamodeling and Metalevels
There seems to be much confusion in the eld today as to what exactly is and
isnt meta Meta is a term in vogue most often applied to languages systems
and systems that deal with data Most disturbingly most things designated as
meta today do not mention a frame of reference in other words one is never
told what construction is being subsumed by the metaconstruct
Simply put meta means means more comprehensive It is a term that
is normally used with the name of a discipline to designate a new but related
discipline designed to deal critically with the original one
In our context a concept is considered meta only in relation to other
concept
s A system S is meta with respect to another system S
 
only if S
completely characterizes S
 
 Put another way everything in S
 
can be described
in S and there are concepts in S that cannot be described in S
 

Metamodeling and Metalevels
Given our working denition of meta lets examine metamodeling and met
alevels
Metamodeling Metamodeling is the result of the process of analyzing and
designing models about existing models Architecturally a metamodel of a
modeling language describes the abstract concepts and operations that exist
within the base language Good examples of metamodels are the UML meta
model found in    the OPEN metamodel used in  
 and the COMMA
metamethod discussed in 
Metalevel A level is a frame of reference or a level of abstraction within a
model Excellent examples of metalevels are found in mathematics
For example consider a simple system Z dened as addition on inte
gers Several abstractions of this system exist algebraic group theory  and
analysis	 being the obvious abstractions These two theories can completely
describe in a succinct complete and accurate fashion everything there is to

know about Z They are as universes of concepts a metalevel above the level
at which Z rests

Examples of Meta
Examples of meta are everywhere and are becoming more prevalent in comput
ing every day Appendix A contains few examples of meta some are obvious
and some obscure
As the reader can clearly see meta is not only everywhere around us but is
now recognized as a valuable asset and is incorporated into many modern archi
tectures Everyday examples include advanced Web search engines corporate
datamining and open architectures
Unifying Ground and Meta
The important point to take away from this discussion of meta is this
Theorem  Entities in a universe are either ground concepts 
a fundamen
tal basic metaphysical cause condition or entity or they are constructive
concepts  they are never meta without some frame of reference
Therefore when we talk of a concept

C we can not discuss its universe U
c

its ground elements GC or its metalevel l
c
 without xing a frame of reference
F C Thus concepts can be completely divorced of their environment and are
applicable as entities in and of themselves
And thus we come to understanding and appreciating kind
 A Model for Kind
Instead of providing the core mathematical axioms theorems and properties of
kind

which are still under development we will motivate what kinds are and
their uses by discussing a few examples
More details on the publication and discovery of kind and thus types classes
interfaces implementations specications etc can be found in 
A Denition of Kind
A kind is a specication of a concept in an arbitrary language and a specica
tion of metainformation about the concept in a formal specication language
Due to axiom   kinds can dene static and dynamic nary relationships between

There are several additional mathematical meta	theories above G
Z and F 
Z model
theory describes how theories such as algebraic group and analysis theories relate to each
other and category theory  can help describe how such characterizations of theories
relate to one other

Three random examples of concepts a class in the last model you designed the relation	
ship between you and your bank and the rst idea you had when you woke up this morning

Initial details are forthcoming in a second paper on semantic component composition

other kinds Axiom  implies that concepts need not have a physical manifesta
tion eg code they are only conceptualizations which can be viewed as data
or behavior depending upon the viewers context
While the specication of a concept can be made in an arbitrary language
the specication of the metainformation associated with that concept must be
made in a language that is usable by both humans and computer
Our formal language of choice at this time is inspired by the Conceptual
Knowledge Markup Language CKML  	 and other knowledge represen
tation systems CKML is a specication language for the conceptual rep
resentation and analysis of networked resources It is fully integrated with the
Web and has a formal grounding in knowledge representation and theory work
of many researchers a few references include    

Examples of Usage
One particularly simple but compelling motivation for the use of kind is found
in the domain of what I call semantic component coupling More examples that
fall in this domain can be found in 	 
Semantic Components Problem Summary Components communicate
with messages which can be realized as method invocations

Under most cir
cumstances objects implemented in dierent languages and objects written by
independent developers can not communicate without signicant work on the
part of a developer
Often times the objects should be able to communicate if only a little bit
of glue existed to help them work together correctly
Missing from all objectcomponent systems is any notion of explicit seman
tics Instead objects communicate only by virtue of shared standards or syntax
This limitation is most evident in systems which required massive amounts of
integration Such systems have the properly that the total system is more com
plicated and fragile than the sums of the original parts
Thus the problem can be reduced to the following Given the specication
for N objects which objects are semantically compatible

Denitions Our examples will make our motivational domain clear reuse in
objectoriented systems A few denitions are rst necessary to follow the later
discussion on kind
Object Compatibility Two objects are compatible if they can interoperate
correctly and in a sound manner Meaning the two objects can fulll
their individuals obligations and the composition of the two objects is as
correct as the two objects when analyzed individually


See  on issues relating to this statement

A further renement is of course given two components or even two methods of two
components are they semantically compatible

The formal denition of compatibility and the other terms herein is available in 


Object Specication An object specication is minimally a description of
an object that is complete
An object specication can contain extra metainformation that is not
implicit in the object in question Information associated can be tagged
as optional This information need not be considered when determining
semantic compatibility
A core specication is a specication that includes exactly those elements
of a specication which are implicit and those that are not optional
Complete Complete means that the specication explicitly describes every
implicit feature of the object in question Features include object elds
methods class and type
Specication Equivalence Two object features are considered equivalent if
  Their core specications are exactly ground equivalent or
  Their core specications are equivalent through semantic bridges
Semantic bridge A semantic bridge is a chain of equivalences between two
features that ensures their base equivalence See the examples for more
details on semantic bridges
Semantic Compatibility Two objects are semantically compatible if their
core specications are equivalent and their nonoptional metainformation
specications are equivalent
 Examples
All the examples below are dened independently of source object language
Examples in specic relevant languages eg Java Python Smalltalk will be
provided in the near future and as part of the implementation
Note also the following examples are ignoring the subtle problems of class
and type versioning that are solved in the full system These are only illustrative
not prescriptive examples
All the following examples will use the following classes
ObjectType IllegalDateException
var String message
method setMessagemessage String
method getMessage String
end
ObjectType DateType
method setDateday Integer
month Integer
year Integer
method getDate
end

Note that the tight coupling demonstrated below is equivalent to the more
dynamic coupling with publishers and listeners found in the Java event model
ie AWT Beans Jini The same rules and implications hold in such an
architecture
 Example  Standard Object Class Compatibility
Assume we have instances of the following two components Note that the
keywords in the object specications below are adopted from   Class Type
Fields and Method behave as expected Imprecisely think of classes interfaces
attributes and methods respectively in the Java language Dependence meth
ods are those methods that a component needs use to work correctly Again
imprecisely consider JavaBeans publishers or standard Java inline references to
method invocations
Consider the following two classes
Class Date
method setDateday Integer
month Integer
year Integer
method getDate
end
Class SetDate
callmethod DatesetDateday Integer
month Integer
year Integer
callmethod DategetDate
end
These classes are type compatible since their outbound and inbound type in
terfaces are of the same class Date Thus Date and SetDate can be composed
and the system will exhibit correct behavior assuming that type conformance
is not accidental
	 Example 	 Standard Object Type Compatibility
Consider the following two of objects Note that the dependent methods have
changed slightly
Class Date
method setDateday Integer
month Integer
year Integer
method getDate
end
 
Class SetDate
callmethod setDateday Integer
month Integer
year Integer
callmethod getDate
end
These classes are type compatible since their outbound and inbound type
interfaces are of the same type DateType Thus Date and SetDate can be
composed and the system will exhibit correct behavior
Both of the above examples require no additional work other than under
standing the component specications on the part of a developer but do require
considerable forethought on the part of the object designer

 Example 
 Standard Object Semantic Compatibility
Class Date
method setDateday Integer
month Integer
year Integer
method getDate
end
Class SetDate
callmethod writeDateday Integer
month Integer
year Integer
callmethod readDate
end
These classes are not type compatible since their outbound and inbound
type interfaces are of two dierent types DateType and some other type call it
AnotherDateType
But lets assume that the only dierent between the methods setDate
and writeDate is exactly their syntax Given this assumption these classes
are semantically compatible
Thus an adaptor which maps calls from writeDate to setDate and
from readDate to getDate will allow the composition of these two classes
to perform correctly
 Example  Extended Object Semantic Compatibility
The above example is based on a simple syntactic dierence between two classes
Here is a more complex example
Consider the following two classes
  
Class ISODate
var day Integer
var month Integer
var year Integer
method setDateyear Integer
month Integer
day Integer
method getDate ISODate
end
Class SetDate
callmethod setDateday Integer
month Integer
year Integer
end
To compose an instance of SetDate with an instance of ISODate we have
to negotiate the reordering of the parameters of the setDate method This
reordering could be discovered at runtime via introspection on the parameters
of the invoking and the receiving methods because the parameter syntax and
types luckily match
 Example  Ontological Object Semantic Compatibility
Our nal example is an example of a solution that would rely upon ontologic
based semantic information An example of such a system is in the form of
ontology markup references with the Ontology Markup Language	 within an
object description as in CKML
Consider the following classes
Class ISODate
var day Integer
var month Integer
var year Integer
method setDateyear Integer
month Integer
day Integer
method getDate ISODate
end
Class OffsetDate
var days Integer
method setDatedayssincejan	
 Integer
method getDate OffsetDate
end
 
In this frame of reference kind theorem   the ground element is the notion
of a day The relationship between the parameter days since jan  and the
day ground element need be established
This relationship might be constructed any of a number of correct equivalent
manners In general the parameter days since jan 	
 need be annotated
the structured metainformation that is part of a kind denition with a refer
ence to a concept a kind that describes the semantics of days since jan 	

Here are examples of two such kinds motivated by the two sides of kind
axiom 
By kind axiom  this concept could either be data eg a lookup table or
behavioral eg a component that converts days since jan 	
 to a year
month day format
  The relationship between the ground concept day and the concept days 
since jan  could be described in data Eg a lookup table might
be provided that describes the static translation between instances of the
two concepts
 Alternatively a behavioral kind could be provided This would come in
the form of a piece of code a component that dynamically performs the
transformation between instances of the two elements
We hope that even from this simple example the usefulness and applicability
of kind can be understood Of course there is a great deal of complexity hidden
under this example which we do not address in this brief document But we
hope that the reader can understand what kind are all about and where this
work is heading
 Conclusion
This researchers PhD thesis involves the exploration of the theory use and ap
plication of kind I am working to rigorously leverage and extend existing appli
cable models eg specication and proof models like UNITY
 and theories
classical type theory object theory  category theory	 and knowledge
representation theory
 especially in the context of software engineering 
in application to the problem of distributed collaborative chaotic dynamic
software specication construction and reuse This work will result in a theory
of kind specifying the formal grounding of the work as well as a simple and
usable application development model and development process incorporating
the use of kind in componentbased software engineering
 Future Work
Work continues in the development of the theory of kind A demonstration
application called Jiki

 realized as an open web architecture for component

See httpwwwjikiorg for more information
 	
specication based up the Wiki web  has being designed and built by the
Infospheres group We will use this application as a motivating demonstration
of the usefulness and applicability of kind
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